
NOTES 

About Alas, but notwithstanding 
Alan B. Stout (1932–2018) was an extraordinary human and the teacher of many (including myself). Possessing an 
unusually playful sense of verbal humor, he once remarked that his favorite word was “notwithstanding”. Like his favorite 
word, the form of this piece results from combining and reordering eight smaller  musical “words” to create longer 
continuities and new meanings. The complex sounds in the saxophone quartet all share a simple harmonic idea: each sound 
or harmony must contain microtonal variants of the initials, A and S (the pitches A and Eb-flat). 

Materials 
There is no score for Alas, but notwithstanding, in the traditional sense, since many versions of the piece are possible. 
Instead, a set of all materials required for a performance of the work is included here. 

There are eight segments, identified by the letters: A, B, L, N, O, S, T, U.  
These may occur in any order; each is sounded only once.  
The sequence must be determined and rehearsed in advance.  
In a performance, all musical segments will be connected without a pause. 

Rhythmic coordination 
Each segment is notated so that durations are able to vary in each part, allowing the natural timings of the multiphonic 
sonorities to speak. Despite this flexibility for each player, coordination between events may be carefully rehearsed and 
controlled. Overall, these tendencies should be balanced with a sense of forward motion, so that the surface tempos exhibit 
some variety. The “perfect" harmonic realization of every multiphonic is less important than the sense of continuous motion 
through constantly changing sonorities. 

Sonorities are sustained in one of two ways, reflected in the notation: 

  if followed by a solid line, the multiphonic sonority is held as a harmonic sound until: 1) a change to a  
  different sonority or 2) a rhythmic coordination indication (e.g. “end abruptly with change in soprano”). 

  if followed by a line with an arrow, the multiphonic should gradually transform into the single pitch which  
  follows, or vice versa. [i.e., Weiss and Netti’s “threshold tones” – see below] 

Transitions and Ending 
The transitions create a continuous form that avoids a situation where every segment ends with a single, sustained note: 

At the close of each segment, one or more players have a notated fermata, which indicates that the pitch should be  
sustained across the cue of the next segment. 

As soon as all parts have reach the end of a segment, the cue should be given to immediately begin the next segment. 

Once the cue is given, each performer is free to gradually descrescendo before the held pitch would interfere with the  
continuation of notated events in their new segment. 

If a performer holding a fermata pitch is asked to cue the following segment, they should not decrease the dynamic of  
the held pitch, but should stop and re-enter with the cued event. 

When the final segment is played, any players holding fermata pitches should prolong them for the duration of a natural  
breath (the length should not be exaggerated). Each performer may choose to descrescendo or simply stop the sound. 

Although timings will vary depending on the exact coordination sounded, a performance will last ca. 5–7 minutes. 

Temperament, multiphonics and fingerings 
 

The piece explores a variety of single and multiple sonorities that produce a wide range of microtonal activity.   
The score attempts to show relative pitch height through the following notation, which does not presume  
equally-tempered distances. Notational symbols are listed at the left, showing relative pitch height. 

The multiple sonorities are accompanied by reference fingerings in the score, from Marcus Weiss  
and Giorgio Nettis’s The Techniques of Saxophone Playing. Kassel: Barenreiter, 2010. 

Realizing that not all saxophones will be able to produce all of the written multiphonics at the given dynamics,  
care should be taken to preserve, as closely as possible, the notated characteristics in the following order:  
registral distribution as it affects voice leading; pitch content; and dynamic level and quality of sound. Whenever 
possible, the performer should attempt to voice the mulitphonics in a manner that preserves smooth transitions in 
the same register. 

Each transposed part contains the others’ complete parts (notated in C), so that performers are able to understand 
the timing, actual register and pitch relations of the overall texture. 


